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THE CURIO US - IMPER TINEN T IN 
ENGLISH DRAMA TIC LITERA- 

TURE BEFORE SHEL TON'S 
TRANSLATION OF DON 

QUIXO TE. 
ALTHOUGH the introduction of Don Quixote 
to English readers has long occupied the at- 
tention of those interested in the literary rela- 
tions of Spain and England,' little or nothing 
has been written concerning the influence of 
the Curious-Impertinent, the celebrated novel 
that is preserved in the amber of the great 
Spanish romance. The chroniclers of the 
English drama,' have equally neglected The 
Second Maiden's Tragedy, the first play in our 
literature, with the possible exception of The 
Knight of the Burning Pestle, that was in- 
debted to the genius of Cervantes for its plot 
and romantic atmosphere. 

the Second Maiden's Tragedy was first 
printed from MS. Lansdowne, No. 807, in The 
Old English Drama; a Selection of Plays 
from the Old English Dratnatists (London, 
1825), Vol. i. Mr. W. Carew Hazlitt has incor- 
porated it into his edition of Dodsley, Vol. x. 
It belongs to the category of plays that es- 
caped the hands of Warburtoi's infamous 
cook. As originally written it contained allu- 
sions that were not suited to the sacred ears of 
royalty, and it was only after the obnoxious pas- 
sages had been removed that the licenser per- 
mitted it to be given upon the stage. This we 
learn from the following license: 
"This Second Maiden's Tragedy (for it hath 
no name inscribed) may, with the reforma- 

tions, bee acted publickly. 31 October, I6ii. 
G. Buc." 
rhe name of the play was probably given to 
it, as Mr. Fleay suggests, by the Master of the 
Revels (the title is in a different hand from the 
play itself) in order to distinguish It from the 
Maid's Tragedy of Beaumont and Fletcher 
which had just been licensed.3 
The plot of The Second Maiden's Tragedy 

can be divided into two parts-the love of the 
Ursurping Tyrant for the daughter of Hel- 
vetius, and that of the "curious impertinent" 
Votarius and the fatal termination of his 
foolish quest. The latter is lifted directly from 
the famous and witty story that was first pub- 
lished in Don Quixote (6o5) and later included 
in the Novelas Exemplares,-El Curioso Itn- 
pertinente. The Second Maiden's Tragedy is 
the first of a chain of plays that had inter- 
woven in its plot the story of the husband, 
who, in order to discover whether his wife is 
proof against the solicitations of others, asks 
his dearest friend to put her to the test. 

When the play was written Thomas Shelton's 
translation (I612) of Don Quixote had not ap- 
peared, although a license for it had been 
issued as early as January I9, I6I-112. Shelton 
states, in the matter prefatory to his version, 
that he translated the work five or six years 
before "in the space of forty days." Mr. Fitz- 
maurice-Kelly, in his sumptuous reprint of the 
first englishing of Don Quixote, has shown 
that Shelton made use of the Brussels edition 
of the Spanish text issued by Roger Velpius 
in A607. If the author of The Second Maiden's 
Tragedy was unacquainted with Castilian, he 
might have consulted Shelton's manuscript 
version, which, if we are to believe the trans- 
lator's assertion, had already been written, al- 
though it had been cast aside by its maker, 
"where it lay long time neglected in a cor- 
ner." In i6o8, three years before the date of 
the first Einglish translation, there was pub- 
lished, separately, in Paris, the first non- 
Spanish edition of Cervantes' story: "Le Cu- 
rieux Impertinent. El Curioso Impertinente. 
Traduict d'Espagnol en Francois far Ni. 
Baudouin, a Paris, i6o8." This contained the 

z See Koeppel "Don Quixote, Sancho Panza und Dulcinea 
in der englischen Litteratur bis zur Restauration," Archzv 
fuwr d. Sgtdium d. xcucrex Sjrachex, Vol. ci (x899), p. 87 if.; 
L. Bahlsen, "Spanische Quellen der englischen Litteratur, 
besonders Englands zu Shakespeares Zeit," Zeitschrift vgl. 
Lit., N. F., Vol. vi (1893), and the same author's "Eine 
Komddie Fletchers, ihre span. Quelle," etc., Englische 
Studien, Vol. xxiii (x889); Fitzmaurice-Kelly, Life of Ccr- 
vants, London, 1893; The History of Don Quixote of 
the Mancha, Translatedfrom the Sjianish of Miguel de 
Cervantes by Thomas Shelton, Annis x6I2, I62o, with intro- 
ductions by James Fitzmaurice-Kelly, London, I896 (2Xhe 
Tudor Translaiton Series), and the other articles cited 
below. 

s A. W. Ward, History of Enxgish Dramatic Literature, 
London, z899, vol. ii, p. 673, note: F. G. Fleay, Chronicle of 
the English Drama, London, 1890, Vol. ii, pp. 330-31; J. P. 
Collier, Histery of English Dramatic Poetry, London, 183I, 
Vol. iii, p. 390. 

3 Tieck, who translated this play, thought it was the lost 
play by Massinger, The Tyrant. The here of the S. M. T. 
is known simply as The Usurping Tyrant. See R. Sachs, 
Shaksjere 7ahkrxcsh, Vol. xxvii (18ga), p. 194; see also 
Fleay, Chronicle, Vol. ii, p. 33!. 

179 
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French on one page, the Spanish on the other.4 
The English adaptator could have made use 
of this edition, or of the original which was 
readily accessible in Don Quixote. 

This dramatic rendering of the Curious-Im- 
pertinent follows the original with great exact- 
ness in the action as well as in the dialogue. 
It is, however, much condensed, the long 
speeches of Anselmo and Lothario being un- 
suited to the sterner requirements of the stage. 
The plot, up to the catastrophe, is the same in 
the play and story; it is unfolded with skill 
and ingenuity, the clever intrigue of the wife 
Camila in feigning to repulse Lothario, while 
the husband looks on from behind a curtain, 
being given with even greater effect than in its 
Spanish original. The climax of the tragedy 
(Act v, scene i) differs from the conclusion of 
the story. In Cervantes' novel the husband, 
on discovering that his extravagant curiosity 
has lost him his wife, dies from grief and 
shame; Camila, his unworthy consort, and 
Lothario, the unfaithful friend, are rigorously 

The Second Maiden's Tragedy. 
Anselmus, the husband 
Votarius, his friend. 
Bellarius, lover of Leonella . 
The Wife of Anselmus . . . 
Leonella, her woman . . 

Many of the felicitous metaphors that Cer- 
vantes was so partial to have crept into the 
tragedy. A parallel will show the method 

El Curioso Impertinente. 
"Dfme Anselmo, si el cielo, a 
la fuerte buena, te uvi6ra hecho 
Sefior, y legitimo possessor de 
un finissimo diamante de 
cuya bondad, y quilates estuviessen 
satisfechos quantos lapidarios le 
viessen, y que todos a una voz, 
y de comun arecer dixessen, 
que llegava en quilates, bondad 
y fineza, A quanto se podia 
estender la naturaleza de tal 
piedra, y tu mesmo lo creyesses 
assi, sin saber otracosa en 
contrario, seria justo que te viniesse 
en desseo de tomar aquel diamante, 
y ponerle entre un ayuique, y 
un martillo, y alli a pura fuerca 
de golpes y braios, provar si es 
tan duro, y tan fino como dizen? "s 

punished-one retiring to a convent only to die 
of remorse, the other, going to the wars, meets 
an ignominious death in battle. The unknown 
author of The Second Maiden's Tragedy, 
recognizing the dramatic weakness of this coin- 
clusion and perhaps attempting a Senecan end- 
ing, or following in the footsteps of Hamlet or 
of Chettle's "Hoffman," kills off the five un- 
fortunate characters, all the actors in the play. 
It is this terrible carnage in the last act that 
leads one to suspect that it came from the pen 
of Cyril Tourneur. If, in the coniclusion the 
author has departed, owing to the require- 
ments of his art, from El Curioso Imperfitienle, 
he has faithfully adhered to the minor details 
of the story and has preserved the exact 
number of dramatis ferson&-. The following 
comparison between the characters in the play 
and novel reveals the fact that the English 
adaptator has preserved the names of two of 
the actors in the Spanish original,-Anselmo, 
the husband, and Leonella, Camila's servant. 

El Curioso Impertinente 
.... Anselmo 
.... Lotario 

Lover of Leonela 
..... Camila 

. Leonela 
pursued by the dramatist in transforming a 
Castilian story Into an English play: 

Tke Second Maiden's Tragedy. 
Vol. Must a man needs, in having a rich 

diamond, 
Put it between a hammer and an anvil, 
And not believing the true worth and value, 
Break it in pieces to find out the goodness, 
And in the finding loose it? 
Good sir. think on't. etc_6 

4 Mr. Fitzmaurice-Kelly doubts the existence of this edi- 
tion, cf. his Life of Cervaxte:, p. 228. Ticknor (History of 
Sjaxiisk Literature, Boston, x866, Vol. ii, p. u's. note) states 
that Cesar Oudin printed the Curious-I1mertsxext, without 
the author's name at the end of a volume entitled Silva 
curiosa de 7Wliax de Medrano, cavailero Navarro, cc., 
corregida ex esta xVwa edicion, ec.,#or Cesar OJudix, Paris, 
z6o8. See SalvA, CatIloe, Vol. ii, no1. 2io6. There is a copy 

of Baudoin's translation, mentioned above, in the Hofbih- 
liothek at Munich. See Schneider, Sfaxiexsr ASteill an der 
deutschtex Litteratur, Strassburg, x898,_p. 305. 

5 Novelas Exenmifiares, Haya, 1739, V01. ii, pp. 12-x3. 
6 S. M. T., act x, scene ii (Hazlitt's Dodsiey, Vol, ;c, p. 

397). Compare Shelton's version of this passage in his Dox 
Quixote, ed. A. W. Pollard, London, Macmillan, igoo, Vol. 
x, p. pxI: also Field's Amexds for Ladies, Act I, scene i 
(Hazlitt's Dodsley, Vol. xi, pp. I08-9). 

i8o 
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The ponderous metaphor here used by Cer- 
vantes is thus reduced to proportions suitable 
to the action. 

The Second Maiden's Tragedy has been at- 
tributed to Thomas Goughe (or Goff), Chap- 
man, Massinger, Tourneur, and even Shake- 
speare. The names of the first two are writ- 
ten, in an old hand, on the back of the manu- 
script, aind both have been scored through 
and that of "Will. Shakspear" substituted.7 
Thomas Goff was born in 159I and conse- 
quently must have been nineteen or twenty 
years old at the time of licensing the tragedy. 
The three plays that are associated with his 
name were written when he was a resident of 
Oxford and acted there by the students of 
Christ Church. It is not probable, however, 
that The Second AMaiden's Tragedy was a pro- 
duct of Goffs youthful pen. The rhyme and 
heroics that distinguish The Raging Turk, 
The Courageous T7urk and The 7ragedie of 
Orestes are almost absent from The Seconid 
Maiden's Tragedy. It was the tenderness, 
the pathos, maybe the "mighty lines" of the 
play that caused the former possessor of the 
manuscript to erase the names of Goff and 
Chapman and substitute Shakespeare's in their 
stead. The old critic blundered in the right 
direction. Although the tragedy cannot be 
attributed to the Master Dramatist, another 
name has been suggested-that of Cyril Tour- 
neur-that in all probability solves the crux. 
Prof. Boyle in an article on Massinger states 
that, from internal evidence, "Massinger's 
hand is traceable in the first two acts, and 
Tourneur's in the last three."8 This sugges- 
tion is valuable because both in its verse- 
structure and technique it resembles the 
work of the latter dramatist. It might be 
added in support of Prof. Boyle's contenitioni, 
although not cited by him, that Massinger was 
acquainted with Cervantes' story, for in The 
Fatal Dowry one of the characters exclaims, 
"Away, thou curious impertinent! '"g The 

structure of the verse, however, does not war- 
rant the division that has been made. It is 
certainly dangerous to attribute certain acts of 
the play to different authors, because, after a 
careful examination, no great metrical devi- 
ation can be noticed. The blank verse is 
similar to that used by the author of 7he 
Revenger's 7ragedy, and surely the conclusion 
of the play is in the manner of Tourneur. If 
Massinger had a share in its composition the 
evidence at hand does not convincingly indi- 
cate it. 

Two other plays, similar in theme to the 
Curious Impertinent, were written before the 
appearance of Shelton's translation, The Cox- 
comb by Beaumont and Fletcher, and Amends 
for Ladies by Nathaniel Field. The plot of 
The Coxcomb, as Dr. Koeppel has observed, 
resembles El Curioso Imnpertinente.To The 
resemblance is so slight and the treatment of 
the story is so different from the Spanish 
that one is quite safe in asserting that the 
"renowned twins of poetry" made use of 
other material than Cervantes' novel. It was 
the invariable rule of Beaumont and Fletcher 
when adapting a play to adhere closely to 
its source, not only in the construction of 
the plot and in the minor details but even in 
the language used by the characters. In many 
cases whole speeches are boldly conveyed 
from one to the other. It is, therefore, ex- 
tremely doubtful that the authors of The Cox- 
comb were indebted to Cervantes for the in- 
spiration of their play, the only resemblance 
being in the husband Antonio requesting his 
friend Mercurio to make love to his wife. The 
motive for suggesting this trial is an entirely 
different one from the Quixotic version.,, In 
the novel the test is made to discover whether 
the wife will remain virtuous despite the 
"promises, gifts, tears, and continual impor- 
tunities of importunate lovers." In The Cox- 
comb the husband desires that his wife be 

7 See the preface to Baldwin's edition of the play (8'25); 
also Hazlitt's Dodsley, Vol. x, p. 384. 

8 Dict. Nat. BioRrahky, Vol. xxxvii, p. Iz; also, ibid., 
article Tourxeur, by Thomas Seccombe; Fleay, Chroxicle, 
Vol. Hi, p. 331 - 

9 This expression was undoubtedly inserted by Nathaniel 
Field, who collaborated with Massingerin this play. Field's 
Amexds for Ladies is founded, in part, upon Cervantes' story 
(see Immediately below.) 

xo Quelemstudiex xu dex Dramex Ben YOSnou's, etc., 
Erlangen u. Leipzig, x895, p. 4. According to Oldys acted 
at court in I613; cited by Dyce, Works of Beaumont axd 
Fletcher, Boston, 1854, Vol. i, p. 453. Dr. Koeppel gives the 
date of The CoxcomW, without stating his reasons, as early 
as x6io(?) 

xx To what unworthy purposes this incident may be put 
compare Middleton's A Chaste Maid in Cheaesids and his 
Anythig/for a Quiet Life. See Hazlitt's Dod4ey, Vol. xi, 
is. 8Q. 

18x 
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given up to his friend in order to prove his un- 
surpassed friendship, or, to quote Antonio, 

"As ever Damon was and Pythias, 
Or Pylades and Orestes, or any two 
That ever were." ... . . 

The dramatists were not obliged to go to 
Don Quixote for material for this incident. 
The City-Night-Cap: or, Crede guod habes et 
habes (4to, i66i; licensed October 24, i624), by 
Robert Davenport, is a case in point. Lang- 
baine suggested, as early as I69I, that the plot 
of the comedy was lifted from El Curioso Im- 
pertinente. Mr. W. C. Hazlitt is also of the 
opinion that the intrigues of Lorenzo, Philipp 
and Alstemia were derived from this source.'i 
Curiously enough Davenport himself has some- 
thing to say upon the question at issue. That 
the author of The City Night Cap had fre- 
quently heard of the story from sources other 
than Cervantes can be gleaned from the fol- 
lowing query. 
P1.11. "Try your fair wife? 

You know 'tis an old point and wonderous frequent 
In most of our Italian comedies." 

Act s, sc. i. 
The plot of The City Night Cap, as Mr. 

Bullen has shown, was derived from Greenie's 
Philomela.13 

The minor plot of Amends for Ladies was 
certainly culled from Don Quixote. The play 
was not published until i6i8, although it must 
have been written some time befor. In the 
dedication of A Woman is a Weathercock (4 to, 
I612) Field speaks of his next play, yet to be 
printed, wherein shall be seen "what amends 
I may have made to her and all the sex." 
From this it is not certain whether the present 
play was already written, or only on the ways. 
As it was published six years after the state- 
ment in A Woman is a Weathercock it may 
have been a later production. A contemporary 
reference to it, however, seems to dispel all 
doubts upon this point ;14 the play must have 

been written sometime before i6iI, or at least 
one year before the appearance of Shelton's 
Don Quixoke. In Amends for Ladies the 
husband, Sir John Love-All, asks his com- 
panion Subtle to make a trial of his wife for ex- 
actly the same reason as that given by Anselmo 
in El Curioso Impertinente. 
Sub. "Can there be an addition to a wife t 
HuS. Yes, constancy; for 'tis not chastity 

But there 'tis strong and pure, where all that woo 
It doth resist, and turns them virtuous too." 

The earlier scenes in the play resemble in a 
striking manner the Spanish original. The 
conclusion is quite different. It was the pur- 
pose of Field in this comedy to make amends 
for the damage done to the fair sex in his 
former effort. Here the wife carries to a 
triumph the extravagant suggestion made by 
her husband and passes the ordeal in safety. 
Field would have o'ershot his mark had he 
made Subtle meet with the same fortune as 
Lotario and Votarius, or even of Mercurio in 
The Coxcomb. In the "Lady Perfect, called 
Wife" Field has, in a most alluring and re- 
freshing manner, created a strong and noble 
character that shines by contrast to the weak- 
ness of the others, and, to use the dramatist's 
own words, truly "made amends for ladies." 
The wife is not so realistic as Cervanrtes' 
heroine, but she is infinitely more pleasing. In 
Amends for Ladies, as in The Second Maiden's 
Tragedy,the author was indebted to El Curioso 
imnfertinente not only for the inicidents of 
the plot, but for portions of the dialogue as 
well. It is remarkable that both Field and 
Tourneur (if he indeed be the author) should 
have chanced upon the same metaphor that 
Cervantes used, that of comparing a virtuous 
woman to a diamond in the hands of a lapi- 
dary.s 

In the use thus made of Don Quixote as a 
source-book and quarry for their plots, it is 
evident that the romance was widely known in 
England before Sheltoii's translation had been 
issued. As early as I607, only two years after 
the appearance of the editio ptrinceAs at Ma- 
drid, Shelton was at work englishing the 
original, anid two playwrights had made meni- 
tion of the famous fiallit with the windmill. In 

12 Maxual for MAe Colletor of Old BEgiiks Plays, 
London, 1892, p. 4s; cf. Halliwell-Phillipps, Diciexary of 
Old EBglisk Plays, London, z86o, p. 5o. 

13 Thg Works of Robert Davenjort, edited by A. H. 
Bullen, London, 89go, p. 94, note. 

14 Collier states that Amexds for Ladies is alluded to by 
Anthony Stafford in his NioM dissolved into a Nilus, x6xx, as 
already In existence, History of Englisk Dramatic Poetry, 
Vol. ill, p. xxvii; see ibid., p. 69, note. The play Is usually 
ansigned to x6zo or z6ux; see Ward, Vol. iii, p. 49; Fleay, 
Exglisk Drama, Vol. ii, p. z8r. 

is Compare Act ., scene i, of this play with the parallel 
passages before cited. 

3[82 
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George Wilkins', The Miseries of Inforst 
Marnage, Act iii, one of the characters ex- 
claims: 

"Now am I armed to fight with a windmill 
and take the wall of an emperor." 
Thomas Middleton in Your Five Gallants 
(i6o8) makes use of a similiar expression.'6 
Ben Jonson, learned in contemporary as he 
was in the older literatures,was also acquainted 
with the Knight of the Rueful Countenance, 
even if he did put him in the same class with 
Amadis of Gaul ! In i6io, two years before 
Shelton, we find in Epicone, Act iv, scene i, 

"You must leave to live in your chamber, 
then a month together upon Amadis de Gaul, 
or Don Quixote, as you were wont." 
And in The Alchemiiist, Act iv, sc. iv: 

"Youa.re a pimp and a trig, 
And an Amadis de Gaul or a Don Quixote.",7 

These quotations serve to illustrate the fact 
that the English dramatists had known of Don 
Quixote from hearsay, if not from an actual 
reading of it. It is certain that at least four 
of the playwriglits were sufficiently acquainted 
with its treasures to borrow from it. The 
most noteworthy of all the dramas that were 
indebted to it was The Knight of lhe Burning 
Pestle by Beaumont and Fletcher,xs which, al- 
though publislhed in quarto in I613 was, if we 
are to believe the statement of William Burre, 
its publisher, the elder of Shelton's translation 
"above a year." It is fairly redolent of Don 
Quixote. The plot, it is true, has not been 
borrowed, but the whole atmosphere, the very 
rnotif has been utilized by the Euglish drama- 
tists. They have caught in the happiest 
manner the spirit and gentle burlesque of the 
nricriiial. 

One other must be added to the list of plays 
borrowed from Cervantes before Shelton, the 
non-extant play of Cardenio, which was en- 
tered upon the Stationers' Register in I653 and 
which was known to have been produced at 
court on June 8, I613. It was doubtless written 
a short time before and was probably based 
upon the Cardenio story in the first part of 
Don Quixote. With the exception of this 
play the three dramas influenced by Don 
Quixote before Shelton were all written within 
a period of one year, i6io-i6zi. 

It is of curious interest that Wilkins, Mid- 
dleton, Jonson, Beaumont and Fletcher, Field 
and one other, presumably Tourneur, should 
have known of the immortal Spanish romance 
before it appeared in any translation, for that 
by Thomas Shelton was the first in any lan- 
guage. The Knight of the Burning Pestle 
and the lost Cardenio were. borrowed from 
Do* Quixote; The Second Maiden's Tragedy 
and Amends for Ladies (The Coxcomb was 
derived from another source) were taken from 
the novel included in it. It appears, at a 
casual glance, as if the seven dramatists in- 
cluded in the list above must have had a read- 
ing knowledge of Spanish, and, judging from 
the immediate popularity of El Curioso Im- 
6ertinente, they made use of their new mine of 
material as soon as they were able to put pen 
to paper. The two adaptators of the latter 
story could have found their inspiration in the 
little French version published anonymously 
in Paris in i6o8, but the other playwrights, 
where did they secure their knowledge of Don 
Quixote? The scanty information we have 
concerning Shelton helps us but little. We 
know from the dedication that he translated 
"some five or sixe yeares agoe, 'The Historie 
of Don Quixote,' out of the Spanish Tongue 
into the English in the space of forty daies: 
being therutito more than halfe enforced, 
through the importunitie of a very deere friend, 
that was desirous to understand the subject; " 
that once having given him a view of it, it was 
cast into a corner and neglected; later, "at 
the intreatie of others my friends," he was 
contenit to have it 
"'come to light, conditionally, that some one 
or other would peruse and mend the errors 
escaped; my many affairs hindering mee from 
undergoing that labour." 

I6 See Fleay, Chronicle, Vol. ii, p. 94; p. 275; Dr. Emil 
Koeppel, Archiv (before cited), Vol, ci, p. 93. The ballad of 
Dukina (Stationers' Registers, May 22, x6xS), which Mr. 
Fitzmaurice-Kelly, Introduction, p. 47, and Dr. Koeppel, 
ihid., p. 94, cite as being taken from Dox Quixote, has no re- 
lation to the heroine of that romance. A version of the 
ballad is given in Bishop Percy's Folio Al SS., ed. Furnivall 
and Hales, London, x868, Vol. lv. 

I7 Dr. Koeppel, ibid., pp. 73-94. Ejice was entered in 
The Stationewr' Registers, September so, x6xo; The Al- 
chemist, October 3, z6zo; see Arber's Traxscri:t, Vol. iv. 

x8 See B. Leonhardt, Ueher Beaumoxt und Fletcher's 
Knight of the Burxing Pestle, Annaberg, x885, p. 3x; 
Koeppel, Quellexstudien, p. 42; Dyce, Vol. i, p. 3x; Ward, 
Vol. ii, p. 679. 
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Several queries are immediately suggested. 
Who was the very dear friend who desired to 
know more of the subject? Was he a drama- 
tist, and, if so, what were his motives? Did 
the MS. of his strenuous, beautiful version of 
the Caballero de la Trste Figura circulate so 
widely that the many playwrights were ena- 
bled to make use of it? The questions here 
propounded seem destined to remain unan- 
swered. Shelton, like "Master William Si- 
lence," wrote no verses in commedation of 
his friends' books,-a universal custom. He 
made no allusion in print to his companions or 
to his own surroundings. If not Shelton, did 
John Minsheu, Richard Perceval, Leonard 
Digges or James Mabbe, all well versed in the 
Spanish language and the translators of many 
books, share with the dramatists their know- 
ledge of Castilian literature? This question 
also is likely to remain unanswered. 

It is not strange that The Curious Imper- 
tinent, the wittiest (if perhaps the most daring) 
story in Don Quixote, should have exerted the 
influence it did upon the Jacobin drama. The 
writers for the stage in all countries were in- 
debted to it. It is remarkable, however, that 
its influence in England began so early and 
before it had appeared in translation. The 
later Stuart drama was also to be influenced 
by it. The Amorous Prince, or, The Curious 
Husband (4to, I67I), by Mrs Behn, The Disap- 
pointment or, The Mother in Fashion (I684), 
by Thomas Southerne,and The Married Beau, 
or, The Curious Impertinent (I694), by John 
Crowne, give ample eviaence of the virility of 
this influence at a much later period of the 
English drama. 

ABRAHAM S. WOLF ROSENBACH. 
Philadelphia, Pa. 

APROPOS OFA SEVENTEENTH 
CENTUR Y AR TICLE ON Jean 

Antoine de Baif. 
IN the National Library at Paris there is found 
an old folio volume of Latin essays containing 
certain notes on the poet BaIf of the existence 
of which none of his biographers seem to have 
been aware. The book is the Questiones in 
Genesim of Father Mersennus, published at 
Paris in I623. According to the title-page the 

work is a commentary on the Book of Genesis, 
designed to confound atheists and deists, and 
to defend the Vulgate against the calumnies of 
heretics. But the reverend father was a man 
of wide interests, celebrated in his day as a 
philosopher, and an intimate friend of Des- 
cartes; so after commenting upon the first six 
chapters of Genesis he turns his attention to 
matters which lay nearer his heart, to music, 
ancient and modern, to theology, philosophy, 
medicine, law and mathematics. 

Music was the subject which interested him 
most keenly, and BaTf had won his gratitude 
and admiration by founding the Academy, 
often designated by his name, the purpose of 
which was, in the words of the founder, to 
"remettre en usage la musique selon la perfec- 
tion, qui est de representer la parole en chant 
accomply de son harmonie et melodie." M. 
E. Fr6my has given a most iinteresting account 
of this Academy of Baif in his L'Acadlmie 
des derniers Valois (Paris). It was in a way 
the precursor of both the Acadimiefranfaise 
and of the Conservatoire. 

Father Mersennus mentions Ba;f frequently 
in his discussions of versification and music. In 
an article De Versibus, et quantam vim mnusicw- 
tribunat (cols. 1579-1586). he speaks at some 
length of Balfs vers mesuris, of which he ap- 
proves, and expresses his belief that quantita- 
tive verse is possible in French. He defends 
Balf's verse, not because it is good, but be- 
cause it is an imitation of antiquity, imitation 
through which alone perfection is possible, and 
also because it is an earnest endeavor to bring 
Greece into France. BaIf's vers mesurds, he 
admits, though not lacking a certain charm, 
are not especially pleasing to those who do 
not appreciate the difficulties to be overcome. 
Others, fired by the desire of perfecting French 
poetry, may vanquish these difficulties more 
successfully. Rhyme would, in his opinion, 
improve considerably this kind of verse, but it 
is a question whether or not rhyme can be suc- 
cessfully used with quantitative verse. 

Baif's translation of the Psalms merit, he 
thinks, the highest praise, and in columns 
I58I-I583 and I6o4-I6o6 he gives some interest- 
ing details upon this versification. Columns 
I633-I664 are of greater importance. They 
contain the music of nine of BaIfts hymns. Dr. 
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